
the beekeepers

DOMELOZ
the first somel

who are we 

Primary: To the bold dark 
spirit lover who seeks 
novelty and adventure

Secondary: Younger, 
millennial clear spirit 
(specifically tequila) 

drinkers

what is the 

Domeloz is the premium 
spirit to offer a new 
experience for your 
changing needs and 

occasions

why should

Discovering and sharing a new product 
is an exciting way to influence the 

people around you and enjoy the taste 
experience even more. For perennials, a 
large appeal of trying new things is the 

draw of being the first to share with 
friends. For dark spirit drinkers, 

Domeloz provides an innovative and 
intriguing taste experience 

why should 

Domeloz offers light and 
dark varieties, both of 
which encompass a 

superior taste as they are 
distilled from pure 

honey- an ultra-premium 
ingredient

how should they feel?

what is 
tone of  

unique 
exclusive

 unexplainable 

what is our

The moment when a 
consumer is leaning over a 
bar and perusing bottles

what is the

I’m still not quite sure 
which alcohol category 

Domeloz would fall into or 
how it will fit with my 

current purchasing habits, 
what is a somel?

photography

the campaign?

message?

talking to?

they care?

they believe?

inspiring brand

Perennials don’t want to 
be tied to one brand or 
experience, Domeloz 

offers a variety of novel 
taste experiences for the 
curious consumer whose 
tastes change by season, 
occasion and experience 

insight?
aperture?

lingering doubt?

what action

Invite curious spirit 
drinkers to try 

Domeloz and further 
share its novelty with 

friends, wherever, 
whenever

to take?

versatility 

intrigued

sample bottles

what is the  
one word?

about fonts

about colors

photography

shapes + lines

The photography should 
reflect the identity of 
the brand - esteemed, 
timeless and inviting 
premium craft 
experience. The quality 
and content of the 
photos should remain 
consistent across all 
media platforms

The Domeloz logo will 
be central to the 
campaign in order to 
best spread awareness 
of the brand. This will be 
complimented by 
hexagonal shapes that 
subtly reminds the 
consumer of the 
ultra-premium honey 
that makes Domeloz so 
unique. Crisp, clean lines 
further demonstrate the 
high quality associated 
with the product

The color pallete reflects 
the adventurous and 
versatile feel of Domeloz

The font family ‘Lato’ 
highlights the simplicity 
and modernity of Domeloz 
•Lato Hairline
•Lato Thin
•Lato Medium
•Lato Bold
•Lato Bold Italic


